CHAPTER   VII
RELICS  OF DEPORTATION DAYS
the 'Place des Cocotiers1 is to Noumea what the 'Place
de la Concorde' is to Paris. Situated neatly in the centre
of the town it is a long rectangular-shaped park, running
right through the middle ol the business section of the town.
The lower portion of the 'Place' comprises a small botanic
garden surrounding the statue of Governor d'Olry—famed
for his pacification of the natives after the 1878 revolt.
The 'Rue Georges Clemenceau' runs through the upper
portion and splits round a large fountain in the centre.
'Place des Cocotiers' is a misnomer, because the only
coconut palms are a few planted round the edges. Most of
the trees are wide-spreading flamboyants, wrhich in the
flowering season, transform the whole ; Place' into one blazing
mass of colour with their broad crimson flowers. In the
evening, the Place is a favourite rendezvous for lovers—
coloured and otherwise—but in the daytime, it is usually
deserted except for bajous and theii children in the morning,
and a handful of dejected, weary-looking convicts, who never
stray very far from its shady confines.
Looking for some picturesque types of these old 'bagnards,'
as they are known locally, I found one day, three who
seemed specially photogenic. They were all bearded ancients
that I had seen individually several times, but this particular
day they were seated together under the shade of an immense
umbrella-shaped flamboyant. They made no objection when
I asked permission to take their pictures, but the minute I
started to focus the camera, three natives, who happened to
be passing on the other side of the street, dashed over, as
usual, to get in the picture, standing rigidly to attention
behind the bagnards.
The Melanesians seem to get an immense pleasure out
of having their photographs taken. As soon as a camera is
produced there is a rush to* be included in the picture.
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